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Seven Generations Corporation Report Full Disclosure requirement of Resolution11-15-08 C

Seven Generations formed four State Entities to do the work for the BIOMASS grant Project: Oneida Energy INC., Oneida Recycling, LLC., Broadway Manufacturing, LLC., and Oneida Manufacturing, LLC.

Alliance Construction and Design, INC. did the construction for the ground breaking for the BIOMASS Project at the Packerland site, ground breaking was November 9, 2010.

The state records for each entity listed above are included. The Wisconsin Department of Financial Institutions records show the registration effective date for each business, the status, and the name of the registered agent.

The “full disclosure” for each entity is required under the General Tribal Council Resolution 11-15-08-C. Said Resolution says “BE IT Further Resolved, that no “agent” of the Tribe shall enter into any agreement with any corporation that prohibits full disclosure of all transaction (receipts and expenditures and the nature of such funds) and that such an agreement is not binding to the Tribe.” (Included is a draft of guidelines for full disclosure.

Seven Generation Corporation will report information required in Resolution 11-15-08 C regarding Oneida Energy, INC., Oneida Recycling, LLC, Broadway Manufacturing, LLC., and Oneida Manufacturing, LLC., Alliance Construction and Design, INC., and any and all additional entities within the scope of the BIOMASS Project.

The Biomass Pyrolysis Device is being sold to Seven Generations Corporation Biomass Project by Alliance Energy Alliance, LLC, and that business shows a delinquent status for the state of Wisconsin Department of Financial Institutions records as of April 4, 2011. The questions is what is the name of the Business selling the device to Seven Generations Corporations Biomass Project?